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Synopsis.-A new rectifier utilizing a Tartially oxidized disk It is pointed out that the new rectification phenomenon is of a
of copper as a rectifier unit is described. The disks may be ar- radically different nature from those observed in structurally some-
ranged into groups suitable for all fields of rectifier applications. what similar contact rectifiers. The usual theories of contact

The rectification appears to take place at the junction between the rectification, which are based on electrolysis or thermoelectricity,
copper and the oxide without observable physical or chemical changes, are not applicable to the present case. The new phenomenon is
and is similar in character to rectification by the hot-cathode type discussed in the light of more recent theories based on electron
of rectifiers. affinities of copper and copper-oxide, which are in better accord with

The physical characteristics of assembled rectifiers and a method the observations.
of designing the same for special purposes are outlined and some Some applications are given for which the rectifier seems to be
of the design problems discussed. especially suited.

T HE present paper is a discussion of the results of in series and in parallel into rectifier groups for any
a development which has been based on a phe- desired value of current and voltage. The two stand-
nomenon discovered by one of the writers and re- ard methods of connecting rectifiers for full wave

ported at the meeting of the American Physical Society rectification are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows an
held at Washington, April 23-24, 1926. . assembly of four copper oxide rectifier elements into a

In the course of an investigation of copper oxide group for full wave rectification, the connections
formed on a piece of copper, during which current was being the same as in b of Fig. 2. Such an assembly
passed through the oxide in a direction at right angles may be used without a central tap in the transformer.
to the surface of separation, it was observed that the
resistance of the combination was less when the current Oxide
flowed from the oxide to the copper than when it flowed CO er Lead Washer
in the reverse direction. In the first unit, the ratio
of the resistances in the two directions was about 3 to 1.
The phenomenon was so different in nature from any-
thing that had been observed in other known types of
rectifiers that an intensive study and experimental
investigation was undertaken during which it became
more and more evident that the new device has charac-
teristics which make it very probable that it will find
general application as a rectifier. FIG. 1-ASSEAIBLY OF SINGLE HAI,F W\ AVE RECTIFIER

DESCRIPTION
A rectifier element consists of a disk of copper on

which has been formed a layer of copper oxide, as shown Q
in Fig. 1. A good electrical connection is made with
the exposed surface of the oxide layer by means of a
terminal member of soft metal, such as lead or metal
foil. The copper disk and the terminal member of
soft metal are conveniently made in the form of washers
and assembled on a bolt to provide a good connection
between the outer surface of the oxide and the soft
metal washer.

Fig. 1 shows such an assembly of a half wave rectifier. A B
In the new rectifier, the rectification appears to be FIG. 2-ARRANGEMENTS OF RECTIFIERS FOR FULL WAVE

restricted to a microscopically thin layer at the junction RECTIFICATION
between the copper and the oxide, and takes place
under entire absence of electrolytic action or other With good ventilation, such a unit will supply a uni-
observab!e physical or chemical changes. directional e. m. f. of 6 volts and a current which depends
Any number of individual elements may be assembled on the area used. The current density that may be

- ~~~~used depends on the effectiveness of the ventilation
1. Research Department, Union Switch a,nd Signal Corn- that is provided. In order to dispose of the power lost

pany, Swissva.le, Pa... -.. ..
2. L.0. Grondalhl, Phys. Rev. 27, p.513, June 1926. in the rectifier, it may be provided with ventilating
Presented at the A. I. E. E. Winter Convention, New York, fins as illustrated in Fig. 4. With current densities

N. Y., F'ebruary 7-11, 1927, greater than two amperes per square inch, a forced air
357
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draft or immersion in oil is necessary. A rectifier the oxide participates in the rectification and there is
provided with ventilating fins and immersed in oil has nothing that would suggest the idea of a sensitive
been operated continuously at 3.5 amperes per sq. in. spot such as is characteristic of the contact rectifier.
The necessity of making special provision to dissipate The following curves illustrate the points that are
the heat developed is due to the fact that for a given emphasized in the preceding paragraph. Fig. 5 shows
capacity, the volume and therefore the radiating the relation between current and electromotive force
surface of the rectifier itself are comparatively small. in the two directions through the copper oxide. In this

CHARACTERISTICS OF SINGLE RECTIFIERS 14II
Although at first thought the fact that contact is
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FIG. 3-ASSEMBT,Y OF Fl LL WAVE RECTIFIER FIG. 5-CURRENT VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF COPPER-
COPPER OXIDE ELEMENT

made with the exposed surface of the oxide layer would
suggest a certain similarity to contact rectifiers such as figure, the part of the curve that represents the current
those of the "cat-whisker" type used in radio, a careful in the high-resistance direction has been drawn to a
investigation seems to point definitely to the junction scale 1000 times as great as the remainder of the curve.
between the copper and copper oxide as the seat of The scale for currents above the horizontal axis is in
rectification. The ordinary "cat-whisker" type con- amperes; the scale below the horizontal axis is in
tact rectifier has a comparatively high resistance and milliamperes.
is entirely unsuitable for the supply of any considerable Fig. 6 gives the relation between resistance and
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FIG. 4-ASSEMBLY SHOWING SERIES PARALLEL CONNECTIONS
USED FOR HIGII CAPACITIES VOLTS APPLIED

FIG. 6-RESISTANCE VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF COPPER-
amount of power. Those who have worked with such COPPER OXIDE ELEMENT
rectifiers will realize that the apparatus, even dis-
counting its power limits, is unsatisfactory for most electromotive force. The negative values of electro-
uses on account of the instability of the contact and the motive force correspond to the high-resistance direction.
erratic behavior of the unit as a conductor. The pres- The resistances approach a common value as the voltage
ent rectifier is consistent in its behavior, does not approaches zero. As the voltage is increased from zero,
depend on a point contact, and the resistance is so low the high resistance increases and the low resistance
that the rectifier is capable of carrying large currents. decreases, at first very rapidly, and then at a decreasing
The whole area at the junction between the copper and rate as the voltage increases. The low resistance con-
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tinues to go down practically along an exponential average unit. The efficiency here shown is the ratio
curve while the high resistance increases to a maximum of d-c. watts output to a-c. watts input. True power
beyond which it decreases slowly with further increase efficiencies of over 80 per cent have been observed.
in voltage. The low resistance is shown in the curve Since the rectification ratio at very low voltages ap-
in the upper right hand corner with the scale magnified proaches unity, it follows that the efficiency of the unit
200 times. The ratio between the two resistances as a rectifier at very low voltages approaches zero. At

the voltages that are common in the usual applications
12x1a of a rectifier, the ratio is so high that variations are not

often important. A few principles that have to be
1C kept in mind in the design of rectifiers are given below.

8 ~~~~~~~~~~~~DESIGN

___ / ,For most applications, the losses due to reverse cur-
rent should be taken into account although they are
small. This may be seen from the following

¢ 4t considerations.
In a full wave rectifier connected as shown in b of

Fig. 2, the voltage across each element during the part of

0 1 2 3 4 5
VOLTS APPLIED

FIG. 7-RELATION BETWEEN RATIO OF RESISTANCE AND
VOLTAGE APPLIED TO RECTIFIER elY __5Wttsnpe

increases up to values well beyond those at which the
rectifier may be allowed to operate. l
The rectification ratio, which is obtained by dividing ;< 5 I 2Wlattern A\ -.

the low resistance at any particular value of e. m. f. element
into the high resistance at the same e. m. f., is shown in X_4 4 1II
the curve of Fig. 7. This ratio bears a definite though Vs pelementr-

8 ICl

I /I# I I 1 ? ] '~~IG. 9-EFFICIENCY WITHR VARIOUS VALUES OF CONSTANT

> 402 s ~~~~~~~~~~~~POWER
z 50 7 l

W30S ~~~~~~~~~~eachcycle when the voltage is applied in the high-
l l l ~~~resistance direction is considerably greater than the

2C[ voltage app)lied in the low-resistance direction. Usually
the voltage applied in the high-resistance direction is

i1__ such that the rectifier is working well beyond the maxi-
[ | l l ll ~~~mum of the high-resistance-voltage curve (Fig. 6).

0. . 0ol~ . . For these. reasons the ratio of the current in the low-
°CURRENT AMPERES 10 12resistance directiontothcurrentin2the high-resistance

FIG. 8-EFFICIENCY OF FULL WAVE RECTIFIER CONSISTING OF direction is considerably less under actual working
FOUR DISKS conditions, than the ratio as shown in Fig. 7 of the high

to the low resistance measured at the same voltage.
not a simple relation to efficiency. The relation be- Fig. 9 shows the true power efficiency of a rectifier
tween the two is complicated by the fact that in practise made up of four1api-in. elements as shown in Fig. 3.
the voltage across the elements of the rectifier varies The power output was kept constant for each curve,
from zero to a maximum which is diferent in the two the designating number of each curve being one-fourth
directions. The efficiency of a full wave rectifier the totalpower output. Pointsto theleft ofthehmaxi-
built with four washers is shown in Fig. 8. This is an mum efficiency represent an excess of losses in the low
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resistance direction; points to the right, an excess of low current values only for the curves of small values
losses in the high-resistance direction. If a given of output per element.
rectifier is used to supply a practically constant output CHARACTERISTICS OF RECTIFIER GROUPS
voltage, as is required for battery charging service,
the losses in the high-resistance direction remain nearly Fig. 10 gives the efficiency of a rectifier group used
constant, while the losses in the low-resistance direction as a battery charger. Since in the charging of a battery
decrease with a decrease in charging rate. For this we are interested in the average value of the direct
reason, it is sometimes advisable to use a larger number current, efficiency is taken as the ratio of d-c. volt-

amperes to the a-c. watts, and is less than the power
efficiency.
The oscillograms of Fig. 11 show how the relation

70 t. 6Ve tBattery between the battery voltage and the a-c. voltage im-
/0.,<lvolth Lterat pressed on the rectifier affects the wave form of the

60 n_ __charging current. These currents result from a com-, -.__ - <°+t.. bination of the steady battery voltage and the fluc-
,,' It 'at6eLr5A tuating voltage supplied by the rectifier. The portion

4t_4.'o~r SA of the cycle during which charging current flows into
4 St oltBatteryery. the battery increases with the increase of the applied

x. 40 zQ 1. otvoltage.
X. l ____________
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FIG. 10-EFFICIENCY OF FULL WAVE RECTIFIER USED AS
BATTERY CHARGER

of elements for a rectifier with a small output than is
required for one with a larger output.
The number of elements required for a given power

output depends also upon the method of cooling. The
manner in which the elements are to be connected, i. e.,
the number in series and the number in parallel, may be
determined from curves such as those shown in Fig. 9.
To obtain maximum efficiency in a complete unit,
the number of elements in series between any two
terminals of the rectifier is found by dividing the de- _
sired voltage output by the voltage giving the maximum
efficiency on the corresponding curve. Enough
elements are to be connected in parallel to give the
desired current output, keeping the output per washer
at the value previously decided upon. If the method FIG. 11-OSCILLOGRAMS OF CHARGING CURRENT IN SIX-
of connecting that is shown in a, Fig. 2 is used, the VOLT BATTERY WITH DIFFERENT VALUES oF A-C. VOOLTAGE
number of washers in series should be doubled, thereby APPLIED TO THE RECTIFIER
operating each element on the same portion of the
characteristic curve as in the four-cell type rectifier. The form factor of the rectified wave has been found
For applications requiring a current of a few tenths to vary in different units between 1.13 and 1.25. The

of an ampere or less, such as supplying the plate form factor of a pure sine wavre is 1.11. The oscillo-
current of vacuum tubes, it is sometimes necessary in grams of Fig. 12 represent the wave forms of the rectified
order to obtain the maximum efficiency to use an current from a full wave and a half wave rectifier in a
element of less than 112-in. diameter, or else to use a non-inductive load. On account of the fact that the
smaller output per washer than would be used in other resistance varies with the voltage applied, the low
applications. This can be seen from the curves, for values of current are a little lower than they are in a
the maximum efficiency (1y2-in. washers) occurs at sine wave. The distortion is barely noticeable.
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The rectifier may be used at any ordinary frequency asymmetric resistance is concentrated at or very near
without any effect on its operation. It has been tried the surface of the junction between the oxide and the
with measuring instruments and found to give good copper and that the heating of this junction produces
rectification up to a frequency of over 3,000,000 cycles an e. m. f. which is in the wrong direction for the
per second'. Above 100,000 cycles per second, there rectification that actually takes place. The thermo-
is a gradual decrease in rectification ratio which may be electric explanation is, therefore, not tenable.
due to capacity. Another explanation that has been adopted by some
The effect of temperature on efficiency may be com- physicists is based on electrolysis. This explanation

pensated in various ways and the following is an illus- is probably applicable to some contact rectifiers.
tration of what may be done by the proper choice of Where it is applicable, the rectifiers have characteristics

that are easily recQgnized. They require some time
after the e. m. f. is applied to reach their steady state.
The current is very irregular and shows frequent and
very sudden variations. After operation for a com-
paratively short time, products of electrolysis appear
and the rectifier deteriorates. The rectifier under
consideration has none of these characteristics. After
the application of the e. m. f. it is immediately operative
in its steady state. The current is smooth as would be
expected with a conductor that has a definite value of
resistance for each value of e. m. f. There are no
indications of products of electrolysis even after

INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT operation for a year or two with current densities of
0.5 ampere to 1 ampere per sq. in. It seems safe to

the size of the unit and by the use of a reactive ballast. say that the explanation based on electrolysis must
The problem under consideration was to supply a be rejected.
certain constant amount of rectified power at all tem- Schottky's4 theory, involving the work required to
peratures from 0 deg. cent. to + 80 deg. ceiit. with a carry an electron across the boundary between the two
constant voltage supply. The results are shown in substances, also fails to give a satisfactory explanation
the curve of Fig. 13.
The voltage regulation of a rectifier depends primarily

on the effective resistance of the unit. It may be
pointed out that just as in a battery of storage cells or ° 5

of primary cells, the regulation may be controlled by
varying the number of cells that are put in parallel, so 0|4

in the case of this rectifier it is possible to control the
regulation. Within reasonable limits, practically any 0 0.l
excellence of regulation can be obtained by building into
the rectifier the necessary amount of copper. In a test 0_L2
of a rectifier of small capacity, the regulation between
no load and full load was changed from 16.5 per cent
to 8.5 per cent by doubling the amount of copper in
the rectifier.

THEORY T0tFMPERATURE DEGREESCENTIGRADE
While the investigation of the new phenomenon has FIG. 13-OUTPUT POWER AT TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 0 DEG.

not yet been carried on to a point where it is fully CENT. AND 80 DEG. CENT.
understood, it is safe to say that it cannot be explained
by application to it of the theories which are usually as it is probable that the electron affinity of copper is
advanced in connection with contact rectifiers. greater than that of copper oxide.
One of these theories is based on thermoelectricity. Jolley in his book on Alternating Current Rectifica-

Since the oxide in our rectifier is very often not over tion mentions a theory which assumes a double layer,
0.0015 in. in thickness, it is difficult to imagine any each half of which is made up of one constituent of the
considerable temperature difference between the two crystal. This condition may exist in the present in-
surfaces. In addition, experiment shows that the stance at the surface where the two substances are

joined to each other. It may be that beyond the last
3. Data obtained through the courtesy of the Research layer that contains oxygen atoms, there is a layer of

Laboratory, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company. 4. Schottky, Zeits. fur Physik, 14, p. 63, March 1923.
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copper atoms all, or most, of which are in chemical involve any moving parts or contacts to be made or
combination with the oxygen. It is not easy to get a broken; in fact, it consists only of parts that are solidly
mental picture of the action of such a double layer. bolted together. It requires no attention or servicing,
It may have value when taken together with the work and can be built into units to meet any reasonable
function considerations. requirement of current and voltage. Each element
One of the present writers' has proposed a theory represents a relatively small increment of current and

based on the fact that the copper and the oxide are in voltage and they may be assembled into groups just as
very intimate relationship. The transfer of an electron storage cells are assembled into batteries. The follow-
from copper to oxide, or vice versa, may then take place ing are meant to be suggestive illustrations, rather than
without passing through the whole potential drop a comprehensive list, of its immediate uses.
represented by the electron affinity of either substance, 1. Instruments. A practical use to which the
but only through a potential drop corresponding to rectifier has been put is in connection with d-c. instru-
their difference. Under this condition it is conceivable ments used on a-c. circuits. Here it is found exceed-
that even at room temperature and without any appli- ingly convenient. With a wavemeter, for instance
cation of e. m. f. a great number of electrons are able where it has been common practise to use a thermo-
to escape from the copper and into the copper oxide. couple meter, the rectifier is advantageous. A thermo-
The copper then serves the same purpose as the hot couple takes some time to reach a condition of equi-
wire filament in a vacuum tube, and maintains an at- librium so that after every setting of the wavemeter,
mosphere of electrons in the oxide in excess of the the operator has to wait for the instrument to reach a
normal amount. On account of the short distance steady state. The rectifier responds instantly and in
between the electrodes, the comparatively large area, wavemeter work, therefore, it is possible to proceed
and also probably assisted by the dielectric constant very much more rapidly with a rectifier meter than
of the oxide, the resistance to the flow of electron with a thermocouple meter. It is also very sturdy, so
current in the direction from the copper to the oxide that a temporary overload causes no injury to the
is small. rectifier. In general, the rectifier with a d-c. instru-
When the e. m. f. is applied in the opposite direction, ment is very convenient for reading small alternating

there is a tendency to drive the electrons back into the currents. As is seen from the curves, the rectifier is not
copper. This is opposed by the ready diffusion of sensitive at low values of power so that there is a limit
electrons from the copper into the oxide so that the below which the rectifier is very inefficient. This
electrons become concentrated near the surface of the limit is very low and the instrument can be used
copper. The resultant gradient in electron concentra- satisfactorily down to a few micro-amperes. Here it is
tion in the oxide produces a potential gradient which important to match the impedances of the rectifier
opposes the flow of electrons in the direction from with the instrument and of the rectifier-instrument
oxide to copper. This theory seems to fit the voltage combination with the source. The impedance of the
resistance curves very well. Experiments are under rectifier changes with the power so that an instrument
way which will test it more completely. that is well matched for one range is not necessarily

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS satisfactorily matched for another range. The desired
results may be obtained by matching impedances for theThe simple structure, excellent performance, and lowest range and the scales can be adjusted to take

promise of long life of this rectifier make its use in care of the higher ranges.
practical applications seem particularly desirable. The direct-current output of the rectifier at low
Engineers are already recognizing and beginning to values of power is approximately proportional to the
exploit these characteristics. square of the a-c. input.

In discussing the possibilities of the new rectifier, a For reasonable precision in measuring instruments, it
prominent engineer suggested the idea of an entire is necessary either to provide temperature compensa-
automatic substation in the form of a tank mounted on tion for the resistance variations in the rectifier or to
a pole with the transformer, rectifier, and suitable choose the constants of the instrument so that the
switches housed in the tank. The complete absence resistance variations of the rectifier are unimportant.
of the requirement of servicing the rectifier, the length This has been done very satisfactorily in special
of its useful life, which gives promise of being very great, applications. Both the high and low resistance of the
possibly even equal to that of the transformer, make rectifier have a high temperature coefficient. The
this idea seem very likely to become practical. temperature change in the efficiency of a rectifier is due
The rectifier gives a smooth rectified current which in part to the changes in resistance and in part to the

looks very much as though it had been commutated by changes in pressure due to the unequal expansion of the
means of a perfect commutator. It is very constant in bolt and the other parts from which the rectifier is
its characteristics, requires no electrolyte, and does not made. Pressure changes may be used to compensate

5. L. 0. Grondahi, Science, September 24, 1926, Vol. 64, partly for the resistance changes. Compensation mayNO. 1656,pIp. 306-308. also be accomplished by introducing in the circuit
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resistances which have an effect that is opposite to that system seems practical when one can use rectifiers that
of the rectifier itself. are reliable and the capacities of which are easily
For use with very sensitive instruments, the rectifier adapted to the purpose in question.

should be protected against illumination. Illumina- 5. Detectors. The rectifier in its usual form is not
tion not only changes the resistance, but produces a suitable for a radio detector, but can be used in a similar
small e. m. f. in the rectifier. way in circuits which involve larger amounts of power.

2. General Battery Charging. The application of For instance, if it is desired to get a current pulse
chargers are as numerous as the applications of storage through a transformer by making and breaking the
batteries. The automobile starting battery may be current in the primary, a rectifier can be used to make
used as an illustration since it is very often found the pulse uni-directional. In such cases, the rectifier

serves the same purpose as a detector on a very much
_ larger scale.

6. By-pass for Field Switches. With motor or

I generator field switches, provision has to be made to
guard against the injurious effects that may result from

0l -EW m | m| Lthe sudden release of the energy of the magnetic field.
A rectifier connected between the terminals of the
switch in such a direction that it opposes the flow of the

- FF direct current serves as a low resistance for the induc-
FIG. 14-CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT USING RECTIFIER FOR tive surge that accompanies the opening of the switch

DUPLEX TELEGRAPHY and is very effective. A very high resistance rectifier
may be used since the voltage of the field discharge is

necessary to give it an extra charge. This is usually a great and the energy loss in the rectifier may be made
very inconvenient thing to do on account of the neces- negligible. It is already in use in a number of similar
sity of getting into the battery case and making the applications for the protection of relay contacts.
necessary connections. A small transformer and rec- 7. Edison Direct Current Systems. In Edison direct-
tifier could be installed either in the automobile or on current systems a rectifier of this type has peculiar
the wall of the garage with a plug on the instrument advantages due to the fact that it is static and can be
board or in some other convenient place so that the assembled into units of any desired capacity. A large
connection necessary for charging would be very simple. unit might be made up of a number of smaller standard
In such an application, the rectifier is especially prac- units constructed so that the capacity of the rectifier
tical on account of the fact that it is very sturdy and may be altered as required by the load. Such a
requires no attention. The charging of telephone and rectifier is entirely noiseless and the only moving parts
other storage batteries may be arranged as desired in are the fans or pumps necessary to carry away the heat.
accordance with the principles already laid down. 8. Radio. An interesting field for rectifier manu-

3. Control Apparatus. The control of electric cir-
cuits is usually accomplished by means of electro- i ,
magnets. Electromagnets are more easily operated by
means of direct current than they are by means of X.
alternating current and the provision of a rectifier with
each magnet makes this possible. Thus, for instance,
d-c. switch magnets and circuit breaker magnets can be
used on a-c. lines.

4. Telegraphy. A system of duplex telegraphy has
been proposed which is given in outline in the diagram
of Fig. 14. This makes it possible by the use of
alternating current and a rectifier to polarize the line so FIG. 15 "A" BATTERY TRICKLE CHARGING UNIT
that any telegraph line can be duplexed by simply
adding. a sending instrument and a receiving instru- facturers has been the radio field. Here again, the
ment and four small rectifiers at each station of the line. rectifiers are used as battery chargers.
If the rectifiers are of the half-wave type, the operation "A" batteries are very often maintained by what is
of one sending key will transmit the upper half wave, known as the trickle charge method and tube rectifiers
which will be received by the sounder which is asso- for this purpose have recently appeared on the market.
ciated with another rectifier which also transmits the With some "B" battery chargers it is necessary to
upper half wave. When the other sending key is used, disconnect the "B" battery and connect the various
the lower half wave is transmitted and this operates groups in parallel. The present rectifier can be built
the sounder at the other end which is associated with a in the proper voltage and current capacities to charge
rectifier that transmits the lower half-wave. Such a either "B" or "A" batteries and to charge them at a
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normal rate or at a trickle charging rate as desired. To is probably in battery eliminators. For this purpose,
charge an "A" battery at a trickle charging rate, a the rectifiers have to be built with the necessary voltage
small transformer and a rectifier consisting of 4 to 16 and current capacity to supply not only the power to
copper disks may be used. Such a unit is shown in the operate the tubes, but the power that is lost in the
photographs of Figs. 15 and 16. The unit may be filter. Units have been built which give satisfactory
assembled in a case together with the "A" battery service as substitutes for both "A" batteries and "B"

batteries. Fig. 18 shows the i:iterior of a "B" battery
charger, which is the same as the rectifier that is used in
a "B" battery substitute.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF POWER UNITS
Since the units are built up from small elements, the

weight per kilowatt capacity is practically independent
of the size of the unit. If we take the 1.5-in. washers
that are being used at present as our basis for considera-
tion, we find that with proper ventilation, 200 such

FIG. 16-"A" BATTERY TRICKLE CllARGING UNIT disks are sufficient to give an output of 1 kw. Two
hundred disks correspond to about four pounds of

itself. Rectifiers have been designed to meet the copper and the necessary metal for ventilators and
demand for 2 ampere chargers and 5 ampere chargers. supports is probably equivalent to about 16 pounds
A 2 ampere charger is shown in Fig. 17. more so that the total weight per kw. capacity is about
A "B" battery charging unit for any e. m. f. up to a 20 pounds. This weight may be assembled in a space

115 volt "B" battery may be had by connecting the of approximately 400 cu. in. The capacity per cubic
foot is, therefore, approximately equal to four kw.

Discussion
G. W. Jansons Schemes such as that shown in Fig. 14 have

been tried at various times by communication engineers, in their
efforts to increase the putput of telegraph circuits. The possi-
bilities of these arrangements have, however, been generally
limited by factors other than the effectiveness of available
rectifying means. However, there are probably many other
valuable uses for a rectifying element having the excellent eharac-
teristics described in this paper.

FIG. 17-Two-AMPERE, SIX-VOLT BATTERY CHARGING UNIT Several questions lhave occurred to me which woultl be of
interest to those seeking to adapt the element to purposes other

rectifier with the necessary ballast reactance to the than converting an a-c. supply to a d-c. supply.
What is the maximum voltage per element which may be ap-

110 volt house lighting circuit. For a 135 volt battery, plied before the rectifier passes a-c.? Are the characteristics of
it is necessary to use a transformer to step up the the rectifier permanently ehanged after that maximum voltage
alternating voltage. The transformer can be built has been apl)lied? Ilas the rectifier been used for application to

loads of varying resistance and are the voltages under sueh condi-
tions affected differently from those shown in the eurves? Are
there any polarization effects?
Another question that might be of importance is whetlher any

time lag exists between the application of a potential to the
flowing of direct current. I wondered, for example, whether the
resistance ratio curves and the data on resistance at various volt-
ages were determined by d-c. methods or by a-c. methods. If by
a-c. methods, would those ratios be different for the steady d-c.
state?
A. G. Oehler: When a rectifier is made of a number of ele-

ments connected in series, does the voltage or the power rectified
in each Unlit divide up equally over all of the elements? What

FIG. 1S-"B" BATTERY CHARGER factors of design or wlhat inherent characteristics limit the voltage
whieli can be rectified by this rectifier?

Georgie Crisson: The system of signaling described by
with the necessary reactance so that the size of the unit Messrs. (irondahl and Geiger is of interest hecause it aecom-
does not need to be any greater in the second case plishes dul)lex operation by very simple means w,hich do not

, ~~~involve the problem of line balance.
than in the first. With such a unit, it IS only necessary inovthprbeofIiealc.
tha invers thefist.witchtodisuchanuit, ith istonlynes Certain effects occur in this system, however, which are not
to reverse the switch to disconnect the battery from the encountered in the telegraph systems now in use. These effects,
receiving set and connect it to the rectifier. which are due to the fact that the velocity of propagation of a
The more interesting application of rectifiers in radio wave over a telegraph wire is not infinite, put definite limits on
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the distance over which signaling can be carried on without the electrodes, and for a little over two years I examined all kinds
use of repeaters. of combinations to get a very thin layer of insulating material.
No reason is seen why the system should not operate satis- I considered films formed chemically, and I got results that

factorily when the length of the line is a small fraction of the were frequently promising, and which led me to continue my
wave-length. The operation of any key will cause changes in the work, but I never got anything that looked practical, or appeared
strength of the current in the corresponding instrument at the to be worth following in greater detail.
other end of the line so that signals can readily be sent but will Then I heard that a man from one of our neighboring com-
not affect the instruments in the second channel. panies. the Switch & Signal Co., had devised a rectifier consisting
As the distance from the generator to the end of the circuit of copper and copper oxide for which great claims were made. I

increases, the behavior of the system becomes more complex. rather scoffed at it when I first heard about it, as I had already
Operating a key has less effect on the corresponding instrument at experimented with copper oxide. I had placed sheets of copper
the far end, and begins to produce changes in the current of the oxide against various metals and observed some rectification, but
distant instrument in the second channel. This effect is due always the rectification was small and rather erratic.
entirely to the fact that a finite time is required for a wave to A . . .
travel from the generator to the key and back. It is quite dis- Aplite time late elofathes oxdIzpcoer w ers were

weakenin of sigals due o losse intheline supplied to mc at the laboratory and I proceeded to test them,
tinct from the weakening of signals due to losses in the line. not expecting very much, and was quite amazed at the results.
The system would become inoperable when the distance from

the alternator to the key has increased to one-eghth te the experience of my two years work it seemed absolutely
wave-length, or the total length o)f the line has reached one-quarter reouinay. a nvesenoharofnyiglkett5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~revolutionary. I had never seein or heard of any-thing like that
of the wave-length, assuming that the alternator is located at the i a r t r
middle.

in rectifier of this type, and I looked into the rectifier more

Assuming. that a frequency of at least 200 cycles would be closely and was interested to find it had just the elements I was
r itperiodic oking for. The ideal that I had been working for seemed to be

requied t avoiopeatingdiffcultis cased b therealized in this rectifier that MVr. Grondahl had provided.
nature of the current, the greatest length of line workable by this
system without repeaters would be about 200 mi. for non-load The rectifier consists of two bodies of metallically conducting

system without repeaters w d b material; namelv, the copper and the oxide, and an intervening
open-wire lines, and a much shorter distance, in the neighbor- i l I hv p
hood of 50 mi., for non-loaded circuits in cable. Practically, tnsulathng laer. I have proved the existence of this layer be-

the lengths would have to be still less to allow for a safe operating menthe el atic capacityhaeasuto
marin ,ndforva,iou faetos nt cnsiere inthi siple ments- The electrostatic capacity has such a magnitude as tomargin and for various factors not considered in this simple indicate that the rectification takes place in a layer less than a

treatment.
This system could not be applied to composited lines without 0.0001 cm. thick between the oxide and the copper.

modifying the compositing apparatus, which separates the tele- It is most astonishing that a rectifying layer is obtained by such
phone and telegraph currents at each end of the line in such a way simple means as forming the oxide on the copper; It is also very
as to encroach seriously upon the range of frequencies required for astonishing that this rectifying layer is obtained only between the
the telephone, copper oxide a,nd the metal on which it was formed. A piece of
Of course, for classes of service permitting the use of a fre- copper oxide by itself clamped against a piece of copper will give

quency lower than 200 cycles, the workable length of the line some roctification, but of an altogether different order and quality
would be increased and the difficulty of applying the system to from that obtained where the oxide is formed on the copper
composited lines would be somewhat reduced. itself.
Joseph Slepian: Four to five years ago in meditating about B. 0. Adkerson: Does the use of foils of other metal than

the usual thermionic rectifier-that is, a rectifier consisting of two lead, e. g., aluminum and gold, change the resistance of the
electrodes in a high vacuum, one electrode heated-it occurred rectifier in the two directions? If the resistance is affected what
to me that probably other types of rectifiers were based upon is the amount of such change?
essentially the same phenomenon, that is, the presence of three Fig. 6 in the paper shows the voltage-resistance characteristic
suitable materials, two metallic conducting electrodes, and an curve of the rectifier between plus and minus 4 volts, and in reply
intervening material. In the case of the thermionic rectifier the to a previous discussion it was stated that about 30 volts was the
part of the intervening material is played by the vacuum. maximum that one element would sustain'. Does the resistance

In this combination of three materia,ls, the electrodes are good decrease continuously to zero as the negative potential is in-
conductors of electricity. The intervening vacuum by itself creased to this maximum? If it does not, what is the resistance
is an insulator but if electrons are somehow supplied to it, it at the point of discontinuity,. i. e., just before puncture occurs?
becomes a good conductor. In other words, electrons can move When the rectifier is once rendered inoperative by exceeding the
freely in this vacuum if they are provided. maximum voltage, will it automatically reform upon reducing the
Now it seemed to me that it might be possible that other insu- voltage, similar to an electrolytic rectifier, or is the element

lating materials than a high vacuum would have this same useless unless the copper washer is again oxidized?
property, so that it might be possible to take two metals and put Dr. Eccles' rectification theory, mentioned in Jolley's Alter-
an insulating material in between them, this insulating material nating Current Rectification, indicated that rectification may
having insulating properties ordinarily not so much because it occur at hot points of contact between or in the rectifying mate-
obstructed the flow of electrons but because it, itself, lacked free rials. Does the difference of potential across the rectifier, as
electrons. Now, if one of the electrodes was able to supply free determined by a rapid oscillograph, differ in any way from that
electrons to the insulating material, and the other not, a rectifier across a pure resistance of equal ohmic value, when current is
wouldbe obtained. made and broken through it, i. e., is there any evidence of ab

Of course if such a rectifier was to be practical, this insulating potential difference other than the R I drop caused by the passage
material would have to carry electrons rather freely, but the of the current?
electrons would have to be supplied to it by the adjoining elee- Does the instantaneous response of the rectifier, mentioned in
trodes. It seemed, of course, that this intervening insulating connection with wave-meter work, zmean that the time required
material would have to be very thin, because you could not for the rectifier to reach a steady~state is negligible, as considered
expect the electrons supplied to this material to mcove through it from a practicable point of view, or that there is no perceptible
so freely as they will do in a vacuum. I thereupon set out to change of current with time as determined by the oscillograph?
investigate the properties of thin insulating films between unlike If there is a change of current what is its approximate magnitude,
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is the current increasing or decreasing with time, and does the You can put the rectifier on direct current in either direction for
change occur in both directions through the rectifier? any length of time, take it off and put it on in the opposite direc-

L. 0. Grondahl: The first question is with reference to tion, and it behaves just as though nothing had happened to it.
maximum allowable voltage. The curve that gives the relation You can start it on an a-c. circuit for rectifying after it has been
of the resistance in the high-resistance direction to the voltage rectifying for a long time, and it behaves exactly the same as
shows that the resistance decreases with increasing voltage above when you start it after it has been resting for several weeks.
two volts. We think of three volts in the high-resistance direc- The question of hot spots: if you go up to very high voltages,
tion as being a normal counter-voltage for the rectifier to with- say 30 or 40 volts per disk so that you puncture the surface, then
stand. We are using them, however, in large units up to six you find that it acts like every other dielectric-it punctures in a
volts with additional radiating surface. Within the limits men- spot-but we have not found any other evidence of the rectifica-
tioned it is only a question of carrying away the heat. When tion taking place in spots, or the current being carried in spots.
higher voltages are used the losses in the high-resistance direc- The lead is used as a contact on the outer surface, because it is
tion make it difficult to carry away the heat generated. more impressionable than other metals that are easily obtainable
The resistance curves in the paper were taken with direct and makes a lower resistance contact, a slightly lower resistance

current. There is no polarization. There is a very slight contact than we get, for instance, with aluminum foil. It is not
change in current in the high-resistance direction, but it is quite as low as we get with gold foil. Gold foil is inconvenient to
immaterial and a large part of it is explainable as due to rise in handle and sheet lead is practical. So we use the lead. All
temperature. It is not in the right direction to be caused by resistance changes are continuous.
polarization. We have tried rather carefully to find a back J. F. Dreyer, Jr.: I should like to ask what degree of uni-
current such as exists in a cell that polarizes. We have not been formity exists in these units? Do they vary much in resistance?
able to find anything of that kind. L. 0. Grondahl: The degree of uniformity depends entirely
That answers the question also in regard to the various loads, upon how well we are able to make the manufacturing process

The effect of varying the load is illustrated in the efficiency curve, uniform. For our train-control work, for instance, we hold them
In that case the various loads were obtained by simply changing within 10 per cent on the output. That is, those are our specifi-
the load resistance. cation limits.
There seems to be no tendency for one unit to pick up the load H. J. Rosenberder: Four questions came to my mind:

and carry it to the exclusion of the other units. It divides itself (1) What oxide of copper is used? (2) How do you put it
exactly in terms of the resistances of the elements. As far as our there? (3) How do you keep it there? (4) Does it make any
experiments show up to the present time the rectifier behaves as difference how thick that layer is?
if it were a pure resistance phenomenon. L. 0. Grondahl: The oxide is the cuprous oxide, the red

In some rectifiers, one rectifier will pick up the load for a little oxide of copper. It is formed in a furnace and it is formed at
while, and then another rectifier in the series will take its place such temperatures and under such conditions that it stays.
so that the load darts back and forth between the elements. The thickness is of no consequence at all except that the resis-
Tha,t does not happen here a,t all. The load is evenly and tance increases with the thickness since the current has to flow
steadily distributed. through a thicker layer of oxide. Whether you have two mills of
We have a unit in the laboratory that we have been using for oxide or you have ten mills of oxide, you have identically the

eight or ten months now, supplying one ampere at 1500 volts same kind of rectifier except for that increase in resistance in the
for oscillators. It has been a reliable supply without any low-resistance direction. The rectification takes place at the
maintenance. junction between the copper and the oxide or so close that we
On the question of forming first of all, there is no such phenom- have not been able to distinguish it from the junction.

enon as forming in connection with the rectifier as far as we have
been able to determine. When I say that it operates instanta- We have worked as low as 0.001 or 0.0015 in. of oxide, but for

neously, I mean that the time required for the current to start and practical purposes we use 0.002 or 0.003 in.
for the final condition to be set up, as far as rectification is con- D. E. Trucksess: I should like to know if there is any relation

* * ' * * l . ~~~~~~~between the pressure on the contact and the output. I under-cerned, is as nearly instantaneous as you can get it with the
inductance that you have in the circuit. It depends upon the stand that after the rectifier has been operating for a while the
inductance in the circuit rather than upon the characteristics of output drops off. Can that output be increased by increasing
the rectifier. The rectifier is a resistance pure and simple as far the pressure?
as its observable qualities are concerned, certainly in operation. L. 0. Grondahl: The pressure applied seems to have an
The change in current in the high resistance direction that I effect in that it reduces the contact resistance on the outer

mentioned is of very small value and probably has no practical surface of the oxide. It is necessary to have a contact that is
importance at all. If you have 1 milliampere high-resistance uniform over the whole surface as nearly as possible in order to
current (for instance, back leak, when the alternating current is get the low resistance.
off and the battery is discharging through the rectifier) it may As time goes on, there may be a slight reduction in pressure
grow in a little while up to 1.5 milliampere. That is something due to mechanical changes, which may be compensated for by
we have not yet explained. However, there is no effect similar to tightening the bolt. As far as we know the pressure is important
forming. only in reducing contact resistance.


